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This work describes the implementation of two key features for enabling high performance computing (HPC) of highly
resolved turbulent combustion simulations: detailed molecular transport for chemical species and efficient computation
of chemical reaction rates. The transport model is based on an implementation of the thermo-chemical library Cantera [1]
and is necessary to resolve the inner structure of flames. The chemical reaction rates are computed from automatically
generated chemistry-model classes [2], which contain highly optimized code for a specific reaction mechanism. In
combination with Sundials’ [3] ODE solver, this leads to drastic reductions in computing time. The new features are
validated and applied to a turbulent flame with inhomogeneous mixing conditions on a grid with 150 million cells. The
simulation is performed on Germany’s fastest supercomputer “Hazel Hen” [4] on 28,800 CPU cores, showing very good
scalability. The good agreement with experimental data shows that the proposed implementations combined with the
capabilities of OpenFOAM are able to accurately and efficiently simulate even challenging flame setups.

1 Detailed Molecular Transport Coefficients
Although many transport models are available in OpenFOAM for standard solvers like reactingFoam, they all have in
common that each chemical species in the fluid has the same diffusion coefficient. This assumption is justified if turbulent
transport is more important than molecular transport. In highly resolved simulations however, where no turbulence models
are used as shown in Sect. 3, detailed diffusion coefficients for each species are necessary in order to correctly capture the
flame structure. Therefore, a coupling interface [5] between OpenFOAM’s thermo classes and Cantera [1] was created,
following an idea by Gschaider and Rhem [6], where Cantera was used as an external library to compute the transport
coefficients and chemical reaction rates. Since then, the relevant parts of the Cantera code have been extracted and
directly compiled into a thermo-physical model for OpenFOAM 5.x and 1712+. This eliminates indirections leading to
better performance and making the new solver independent of Cantera as a third-party library.
In the detailed thermo-physical model, the transport of each chemical species is described by six gas kinetic properties:
Lennard-Jones collision diameter and energy well depth, polarizability, dipole moment, rotational relaxation collision
number and molecule geometry. These information are usually provided as part of the chemical reaction mechanism in
CHEMKIN format which can easily be converted into Cantera’s xml format. The xml file then serves as input for the
thermo-physical model. OpenFOAM provides a similar utility chemkinToFoam which converts reaction mechanisms
from CHEMKIN format to OpenFOAM format, but ignores the aforementioned transport properties. In the detailed
transport model, the gas kinetic properties are used to compute binary diffusion coefficients Dk,i, viscosity µk and
heat conductivity λk for each species k from the Chapman-Enskog solution of the Boltzmann equation. Mixing laws
are applied to compute mixture-averaged properties, like Wilke’s mixing law for viscosity, or the Hirschfelder-Curtiss
approximation for the mass diffusion coefficient 1
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and Yk the mass fraction of the k-th species. Because every species has its own diffusion coefficient Dk and molecular
mass diffusion flux ~jk, the governing equations for the species masses and energy have to be adapted:
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Here, ρ is the density, t time, ~u the fluid velocity, ω̇ the chemical reaction rate,N the number of species, hs,t = hs+ 1
2~u ·~u

the total sensible enthalpy of the mixture, T the temperature, p the pressure, α the ratio of thermal conductivity to isobaric
heat capacity, h◦k the enthalpy of formation and hs,k the sensible enthalpy of species k. Both equations are the same as
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Figure 1: Spatial profiles of species mass fractions in a one-dimensional flame. Computed with Cantera [1], the new solver
including detailed transport and the standard reactingFoam solver with the Sutherland transport model in OpenFOAM 5.x.

in the standard reactingFoam family of solvers, with the exception of the correction velocity ~uc = − 1
ρ

∑
k
~jk in the

convective term of Eq. (1), which is necessary in order to ensure overall mass conservation, and the last term on the r.h.s.
of Eq. (2), which is a consequence of nonequidiffusion or non-unity Lewis number.
Figure 1 on the left shows the main species profiles for a canonical flame setup, the one-dimensional premixed flame. The
domain consists of 10,000 cells spanning 10 cm. The left boundary is an inlet with an unburnt methane-air mixture at an
equivalence ratio of φ = 1, T = 300 K and u = 0.37 m/s, and the right side is an outlet. The chemistry is described by
the GRI 3.0 [8] reaction mechanism. The domain is initialized with cold, unburnt gas in the left half, and hot burnt gas
in the right half. After some time, a stationary flame develops. The same setup is simulated in Cantera. The comparison
on the left of Fig. 1 validates the implementation of the new solver by comparing spatial species profiles in the flame with
Cantera. On the right of Fig. 1, results for the profile of the intermediate radical species OH from the new solver and
the standard reactingFoam solver are compared. Again, Cantera’s reference solution coincides with the new solver.
The simulation with reactingFoam uses the exact same numerical and physical settings as the new solver except for
the transport model. As in many of the standard OpenFOAM tutorial cases, the Sutherland transport model is used for
the GRI 3.0 mechanism in reactingFoam, which shows large deviation for the intermediate species profiles. This
demonstrates that detailed transport coefficients for each species are necessary to correctly predict the flame properties.

2 Performance Optimization for Chemical Reaction Rates
Combustion processes are governed by a large number of intermediate species and chemical reactions. The computation of
chemical reaction rates is therefore often the performance bottleneck. Because of this, a new approach has been introduced
in order to speed up the chemistry computations. When preparing a new case with standard solvers like reactingFoam,
OpenFOAM’s chemkinToFoam utility can be used to convert a reaction mechanism in CHEMKIN format to a new set
of files in OpenFOAM’s format, which serve as input files for the general chemistry model. In the new approach [2],
instead of using chemkinToFoam, a self-developed converter tool can be used which takes a reaction mechanism in
CHEMKIN or Cantera format as input and creates a directory containing C++ source code for a new chemistry model
class specifically for that mechanism. For example, applying the converter tool to the GRI 3.0 mechanism would generate
code for a new chemistry model class named optimizedChemistryModel GRI. Compiling this class results in
a chemistry model which can directly be used in the simulation through OpenFOAM’s runtime selection mechanism
and is compatible to the general chemistry implementation, for example it can be combined with OpenFOAM’s TDAC
model. The code in the generated class contains all information for computing the chemical reaction rates from detailed
Arrhenius and other reaction type formulations without simplification, in the same way that OpenFOAM and Cantera
do. This approach has several advantages: it requires little effort by the user because all steps of the conversion are
performed automatically. During the conversion, species and reactions are reordered by their type in order to allow auto-
vectorization of critical loops by the compiler. Redundant operations are eliminated and more compiler optimizations are
enabled because otherwise unknown parameters for the species and reactions are known at compile time. The data is laid
out in a cache-friendly way and is explicitly aligned. The resulting code has been shown to perform significantly faster
and to reduce cache misses by up to a factor of 30. For more information, see [2].
Figure 2 shows results for another canonical flame setup, the zero-dimensional auto-ignition of a hydrogen-air mixture
using the reaction mechanism by Li et al. [9]. The computational domain consists of only one cell, similar to chemFoam.
Therefore, transport processes are irrelevant in this setup. The domain is initially filled with hot hydrogen and air, which
then auto-ignite. On the left of Fig. 2, the mass fraction profile of H2O2 is depicted over time, which is an intermediate
species during ignition. The simulation has been performed with the first order Euler time discretization with the
standard reactingFoam solver and the new solver. For the Euler scheme, the chemical reaction rates are computed
from the linear approximation ω̇k ≈ Mk(Cn+1

k − Cnk )/∆t in all solvers, where Mk is the molar mass of the species, ∆t
the time step and Cnk the species concentration at the current time step n. Cn+1

k is an estimate for the concentration at
the next time step obtained from an operator splitting approach, where the concentrations in each cell are integrated over
the time step by an ODE integrator, allowing to use adaptive sub-time stepping. The results coincide with the reference
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Figure 2: Left: Mass fraction of H2O2 over time during ignition of hydrogen. Right: Time spent computing chemical reaction
rates for the auto-ignition case normalized to the time of reactingFoam. Measurements are done for two reaction mechanism
(GRI 3.0 [8] and Li [9]) using either the operator splitting approach (“ODE”) or direct computation.

solution obtained from Cantera. In the case of the three-point backward time discretization, the new solver also gives
accurate results while reactingFoam deviates from the reference solution. The reason is that the chemistry model in
reactingFoam always computes the chemical reaction rates from the linear approximation above, while the new solver
switches to the more consistent formulation ω̇k ≈Mk

(
3
2C

n+1
k − 2Cnk + 1

2C
n−1
k

)
/∆t for the backward scheme.

In Fig. 2 on the right, the time spent on computing chemical reaction rates, which corresponds to the call of
reaction->correct() in YEqn.H, is plotted normalized to the respective time needed by reactingFoam for
the auto-ignition simulations. All codes have been compiled with the Intel compiler icpc 18 with -fast. In general, the
reaction rates can either be computed directly (corresponds to combustion model setting integrateRates false;)
denoted by “direct”, or from the operator splitting approach which requires an ODE integrator. In the timings denoted
with “ODE”, seulex is used as the ODE integrator in reactingFoam. In the new solver containing the automatically
generated optimized code (“new solver”) and in the solver which is coupled to Cantera as an external library for computing
the reaction rates (“OF+Cantera”), Sundials’ [3] CVODE integrator is available and has been used in the measurements.
The times needed to compute the reaction rates from the mechanism by Li directly (“Li direct”) is about 10 % slower
with reactingFoam and 20 % slower with Cantera compared to the optimized code in the new solver. This is due
to Li being a relatively small mechanism with only 9 species and 21 reactions. As the mechanisms become larger,
the performance benefit of the optimized code becomes larger as well. With the GRI 3.0 mechanism, which contains
53 species and 325 reactions, direct computation of reaction rates with reactingFoam takes seven times longer and
Cantera’s implementation twice as long compared to the optimized code. There is also a large difference in runtime which
stems from the choice of ODE integrator. In the measurements, the initial time step and absolute and relative tolerances
are the same for seulex and CVODE, and have been chosen to keep errors below 1 % compared to the reference solution by
Cantera. With these strict tolerances, CVODE combined with the optimized chemistry code is by an order of magnitude
faster than the standard OpenFOAM implementation while still giving the same simulation results. Similar performance
results have been obtained for the Rosenbrock integrator instead of seulex.

3 Massively Parallel Simulation of a Turbulent Flame
This section describes an application of the new solver where both implementations are required—detailed transport
and efficient chemistry computations. Subject of the simulation is the Sandia/Sydney burner [10]. This burner is
experimentally well investigated and is operated with methane-air, but due to very inhomogeneous mixing conditions at
the burner nozzle most combustion models are not able to correctly predict the flame properties. Therefore, this simulation
utilizes the detailed transport model and fully resolves the flame, allowing a model free simulation. The computational
grid consists of 150 mil. cells, uses backward time discretization, cubic for spatial discretizations and a complex
reaction mechanism with 19 species [2]. Due to the optimized chemistry code and the use of the CVODE integrator, the
total simulation time can be reduced by 50 % compared to the Cantera implementation [2]. This makes it possible to run
the simulation on Germany’s fastest supercomputer [4] on 28,800 CPU cores. The total simulation required about 15 mil.
core hours and produced 15 TB of data, which includes transient fields of flow variables and chemical scalars.
Figure 3 depicts the temperature profile of the flame where the inner fuel-air jet is ignited by a hot pilot gas and leads to a
high-temperature combustion zone along the shear layer. Fig. 4 on the left shows a snapshot from the simulation. Depicted
is an iso-surface of vorticity near the burner nozzle. It illustrates the turbulent flow structures which are formed by the
inner unburnt jet and become destroyed due to increasing viscosity when the flame begins to burn at larger radii. Parallel
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Figure 3: 2D cut of the temperature profile from the 3D simulation of the Sandia/Sydney flame [10].
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Figure 4: Left: Iso-surface of vorticity near the inlet nozzle colored by fluid velocity U and a 2D cutting plane of the temperature,
illustrating the turbulent flow structures in the inner jet region. Right: Parallel speedup for a strong scaling case with 175
million cells and optimized chemistry performed with OpenFOAM 5.x on the Hazel Hen supercomputer at HLRS [4].
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Figure 5: Comparison of radial temperature (left) and water mass fraction (right) profiles of time averaged and RMS values at
fixed axial positions plotted against radial mixture fraction Z profiles with experimental measurements [10].

scaling on the right of Fig. 4 is almost linear up to 14,400 cores and still has an efficiency of 86 % at 28,800 CPU cores.
The good scaling results are achieved because a large part of the simulation time is spent on computing chemical reaction
rates, which does not require MPI communication. In Fig. 5, the simulation results are compared with experimental
measurements. Time averaged and RMS values show very good quantitative agreement, e.g. the temperature and water
mass fraction profiles lie well within the experimental uncertainties. Due to the highly resolved results, this simulation
will be published as a reference database for the development of new combustion models.
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